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1. Contract and product information
Contract number of the DIGITUS® system guarantee:
The prerequisite for this is that the following guarantee-specific documents are met in their latest
versions:
-

General guarantee conditions
Appendix A – Solutions eligible for guarantee cover
Appendix B - Provisions for acceptance
Appendix C – Guarantee claim and contract document

Number of permanent link transmission paths claimed:
Number of permanent link transmission paths certified:

2. Installed components:
Note
See appendix A for the possible component configuration.
Mixed usage of DIGITUS® copper components means that the ASSMANN's 25-year system
guarantee will be granted based on the lowest category or class of the components used.
Do not combine shielded and unshielded components.

The claiming party hereby acknowledges that a copy of the calibration certificate is annexed to
the claim. The last calibration run should not be more than 15 months ago!

Testing of the cabeling links was performed with the following measurement devices:

Mail the test data in a file format to systemwarranty@assmann.com or send them on a conventional
data storage device (CD, DVD, USB stick), together with the claim and all required certificates.
Please note:
Measurement devices and specific file formats not listed in the provisions for acceptance are not
permitted! Name the documents and data storage devices in a way so that they can be linked to the
project.
The undersigned confirms that the measured values are consistent with the values obtained in the
above project, and that all stored data are within the threshold values of the specific class or
category and the applicable standard.
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3. ASSMANN System Guarantee
ASSMANN's 25-year system guarantee will be granted on the basis of the presented data and as
provided for in our general guarantee conditions.
Guarantor‘s agent:
ASSMANN ELECTRONIC GmbH
Auf dem Schüffel 3
D-58513 Lüdenscheid
Germany
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